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ABSTRACTWe present the �rst onstant approximation to the singlesink buy-at-bulk network design problem, where we have todesign a network by buying pipes of di�erent osts and a-paities per unit length to route demands at a set of souresto a single sink. The distanes in the underlying networkform a metri. This result improves the previous bound ofO(log jRj), where R is the set of soures. Our algorithms areombinatorial and an be derandomized easily at the ost ofa onstant fator loss in the approximation ratio.
1. INTRODUCTIONA typial network design problem requires laying ableson an underlying metri in order to onnet a set of demandpoints. The network must support eah demand point oper-ating at a known peak (or average) rate, and we would likethe heapest possible network supporting these demands.If the ost of ables is linear in the amount of bandwidththey provide, this problem is polynomial-time solvable us-ing multiommodity ow tehniques. However, in severalreal appliations the osts of ables obey eonomies of sale;the ost-per-unit-bandwidth is less for a high-apaity a-ble. It is not hard to observe that the ost of a able be-omes a onave funtion of the demand. While this onaveost funtion redues the total expenditure on ables, it alsomakes the problem NP-Hard [13℄.�AT&T Researh. This work was done while the authorwas a student in the Department of Computer Siene,Stanford University CA 94305 with researh Supported byIBM Researh Fellowship, NSF Grant IIS-9811904 and NSFAward CCR-9357849, with mathing funds from IBM, Mit-subishi, Shlumberger Foundation, Shell Foundation, andXerox Corporation. Email: sudipto�researh.att.om.yDepartment of Computer Siene, Stanford University CA94305. Supported by ARO DAAG-55-97-1-0221. Email:awm�s.stanford.edu.zDepartment of Computer Siene, Stanford University CA94305. Supported by ONR N00014-98-1-0589. Email:kamesh�s.stanford.edu.
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This problem arises in several other situations, in anygeneral transportation network (data, telephony, or goods)where the ost of onduit is onave in the demand.We onsider the ase where all demands need to onnet toa ore network. This ore ould represent the internet bak-bone, a set of �le servers, or the fatories where a produt isprodued. We all this problem the single-sink buy-at-bulkproblem: even though there may exist multiple sinks, thesinks are symmetri in that demand points do not are towhih sink they are onneted. We may view the ore nodesas being onneted by edges of length zero, allowing us totreat them as a single sink.Our algorithm provides the �rst onstant fator approx-imation for the single-sink buy-at-bulk problem. It buildsa solution tree reursively onneting piees of the networkinto larger ones, onsidering eah type of able in turn andonstruting alternate shortest-path and Steiner forests. Thisapproah is very di�erent from the tehniques used earlierby [13, 2℄ whih relied on approximating metris using treesvia the results of [3, 11, 4, 5℄. Our algorithm utilizes morestruture spei� to the problem, and we are in the proessof omparing it to previous approahes.Our algorithm is randomized and ombinatorial with arunning time of O(kn2 log n), for n demand points and kable types. This is signi�antly better than the linearprogramming-based approahes used by [2℄ and also im-proves upon the O(kn4) running time for the O(log n) om-binatorial approximation given in [12℄.The algorithm may be derandomized at the ost of addi-tional onstants in the approximation fator. However, therandomization simpli�es the analysis greatly, and appears tobe an interesting tool for hierarhial network design prob-lems.Our tehniques build upon the results of Guha et al [9℄ forthe Aess Network Design problem, a speial ase of singlesink buy-at-bulk. This problem was �rst de�ned by Andrewsand Zhang [1℄, in whih a feasible solution must utilize allables to a minimum frational apaity. They observedthat the solution for the Aess Network Design problemappears to be a reursive olletion of shortest path trees.However, for the problem disussed herein, we show thatthe solution (upto onstant fators, see Setion 2.) alter-nates between shortest-path and Steiner trees. The Steinertree aspet arises due to the relaxation of the minimum fra-tional requirement, and does not allow a simple amortiza-tion of osts as used in [9℄. Instead, we explore a di�erentanalysis tehnique whih enables us to provide onstant fa-tor approximations for the buy-at-bulk problem and also



improve the approximation fators for the Aess NetworkDesign problem.For this analysis tehnique to work, we need to onsidersolutions of spei� struture whih preserves near-optimality.Using this struture theorem, we an also apture the near-optimal solution in a linear programming formulation. Thisallows an independent lower bounding tehnique for the buy-at-bulk problem. Our analysis shows a onstant integralitygap. Garg et al [8℄ show a O(K) integrality gap for a lessonstrained but more natural LP formulation, where K isthe number of di�erent able types.
Previous and Related ResultsThe problem of buy-at-bulk network design was �rst intro-dued by Salman et al in [13℄. Related work inludes the re-sult of Awerbuh and Azar [2℄ whih gives an O(log2 n) ap-proximation even in the ase where di�erent demand pointsmust ommuniate with di�erent sinks. This result maybe improved to O(log n log log n) using subsequent results ofBartal [5℄ on probabilisti approximation of metris usingtrees, and may be derandomized using the results of [6, 7℄.Independent of this work, Garg et al [8℄ obtained a O(K)approximation (where K is the number of di�erent abletypes) to the single sink buy-at-bulk problem by roundingthe natural LP formulation.The Aess Network Design problem, a speial ase of sin-gle sink buy-at-bulk, was introdued by Andrews and Zhang[1℄ and the �rst onstant approximation was given by Guhaet al [9℄.Meyerson et al provided anO(log n) approximation in [12℄for the more general problem where able types may havelimited availability.
Organization of the PaperIn Setion 2, we state the single sink buy-at-bulk problemformally, and disuss some strutural properties of the op-timal solution. In Setion 3, we disuss a saling idea toremove similar pipe types, and show how it improves thestruture of the optimum solution. We also show that thestruture of this near-optimum solution (oupled with theonstant approximation for this near optimal solution) im-mediately suggests a linear programming formulation withonstant integrality gap. We then present the Hierarhyalgorithm in Setion 4 and show a onstant approximationratio. We onlude by showing how to improve the approxi-mation ratio for Aess Network Design and to derandomizeour algorithms.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENTGiven a graph G(V;E) with distanes on the edges, thegoal is to onstrut a network routing a set S1 � V of de-mand nodes to a single sink s. We are given K types ofonnetions (pipes) eah with a �xed ost and a apaity.The ost of plaing a pipe of �xed ost �k along a path oflength L will be �kL. Eah demand node v 2 S1 needsto transport some amount of demand dv to the sink. Theobjetive is to optimize the ost of buying pipes along theedges to route all demands to the sink. We are allowed tobuy multiple opies of a pipe along the same link.We will use an alternate formulation of this problem, in-trodued by Andrews and Zhang. Instead of eah pipe hav-ing a apaity uk, the pipes will have inremental ost de-�ned by Æk = �kuk . This represents the per-unit-ow ost of

the pipe. If we transport d units of demand along a path oflength L using pipe k, we will pay a total of L(�k+Ækd). It'snot hard to see that a solution under this formulation ostsat least as muh as the same solution under the apaitatedmodel, and at most twie as muh as the solution under theapaitated model.If we number the pipes in inreasing order of apaity, weobserve the following onditions: �1 < �2 < � � � < �K , andÆ1 > Æ2 > � � � > ÆK . We will de�ne fk(D) = �k + ÆkD tobe the per-unit-distane ost of routing demand D along apipe of type k. The apaity of pipe k is uk = �k=Æk.We will now try to identify strutural properties in theoptimal solution.
2.1 Structure of Optimal SolutionFirst, observe that as we inrease demand along an edge,there are break-points at whih it beomes heaper to usethe next larger pipe type. Let gk be the demand for whihit beomes heaper to use a pipe of type k + 1 omparedto a pipe of type k. Assume without loss of generality that0 = g0 < u1 < g1 < u2 < g2 < � � � < uK < gK =1.Observe now that if the demand amount is in the range[gi�1; ui℄, we an ignore the inremental ost with a fator2 loss in ost, and the ost of the edge will just be �i timesthe length of the edge, independent of the demand. If onthe other hand, the demand is in the range [ui; gi℄, we anignore the �xed ost with a fator 2 loss in ost, and theost of the edge per unit length is Æi times the demand.This implies that the optimum solution an be onvertedwith a fator 2 loss in ost to a layered solution. Layer ihas a Steiner forest using pipes of type i followed by a forestof shortest path trees using pipes of the same type. Eahpipe in the Steiner forest has at least gi�1 demand and eahpipe in the shortest path forest has at least ui amount ofdemand.
3. LAYERED SOLUTIONIn this setion, we will strengthen the struture desribedabove to obtain a layered solution with ost lose to theoptimal ost.
3.1 Removing Similar PipesOur algorithm will progressively onstrut partial solu-tions using eah pipe type in turn. In order to bound thetotal ost, we must guarantee that pipes are very di�erentfrom one another in terms of �xed and inremental osts.We will eliminate various pipe types in order to guaranteethe following onditions hold for some positive � ( � < 12 tobe determined later).1. For any k < K, we have �k < ��k+1.2. For any k < K, we have �Æk > Æk+1.We need to prove that we an guarantee these onditionswithout inreasing the ost of the optimum solution by toomuh.Lemma 3.1. We an eliminate pipes in order to guaranteethat among the remaining pipes we have �k < ��k+1 whileinreasing the �xed ost of the optimum solution by at most1=�. The inremental ost of the optimum solution an onlyderease.



Proof. We �nd the largest pipe k suh that �k � ��k+1.We eliminate this pipe, replaing it in the optimum solutionwith pipe k+1. We renumber the pipes and repeat. Notiethat if at some point some pipe type is replaed by pipesof type k, then we will always keep pipes of type k in the�nal solution (sine every higher pipe type than k is at least� higher �xed ost). When this �nishes, we will have thedesired property. The original optimum solution with pipereplaements has �xed ost at most 1=� larger sine any pipewhih was replaed was replaed by a pipe with at most 1=�bigger �xed ost. The inremental ost an only derease,sine higher �xed ost implies smaller inremental ost.A similar proess allows us to guarantee the seond on-dition.Lemma 3.2. We an eliminate pipes in order to guaranteethat among the remaining pipes we have �Æk > Æk+1 whileinreasing the inremental ost of the optimum solution byat most 1=�. The �xed ost of the optimum solution anonly derease.Combining these two lemmas, we an guarantee the twoonditions with only a onstant inrease in the ost of thesolution.Theorem 3.1. There exists a solution whih uses onlythe remaining pipes after elimination, and whih has ost atmost 1=� times the ost of the original optimum solution.
3.2 Solution PropertiesWe will de�ne bk to be suh that fk+1(bk) = 2�fk(bk). Inessene, bk is suÆient demand that it beomes onsiderablyheaper to use a pipe of type k+1 rather than a pipe of typek. We �rst show that uk � bk � uk+1.Lemma 3.3. bk � uk+1.Proof. From the de�nition of bk, we an write:�k+1 + Æk+1bk = 2�(�k + Ækbk)Solving this equation for bk yields:bk = �k+1 � 2��k2�Æk � Æk+1 � �k+12�Æk � Æk+1 � �k+1Æk+1 = uk+1. Lemma 3.4. bk � ukProof. When we have bk ow, it is heaper to use a pipeof type k + 1 rather than a pipe of type k. It follows that�k+1 + Æk+1bk < �k + Ækbk. Solving this for bk, we an seethat bk > �k+1 � �kÆk � Æk+1Sine � < 1=2, it follows that �k+1 > 2�k and we anonlude that bk > uk.Lemma 3.5. For any demand D � bk, fk+1(D) � 2�fk(D).

Proof. Suppose D = bk + x for some x � 0. Then,fk+1(D) = �k+1 + Æk+1(bk + x) = 2�(�k + Ækbk) + Æk+1xNoting that Æk+1 � �Æk, it immediately follows that fk+1(D) �2�fk(D).There exists a near-optimum solution whih uses pipe typek+1 only if at least bk demand is being routed. This solutionalso routes all demand whih enters a node using pipes oftype k out of that node using pipes of types k or k + 1.This strutural observation about a nearly (within onstantfator) optimum solution will be important in our proof ofthe approximation ratio, sine we will approximate this nearoptimal struture.Theorem 3.2. There exists a solution whih uses pipetype k+1 on a link only if at least bk demand is being routedaross that link, and whih routes all demand whih entereda node using pipe k out of that node using pipes k and k+1.This solution pays at most 2� + 1 times the optimum.Proof. We onsider the nodes of the optimum solutiontree from the bottom up. Suppose a node has ow outgoingon a pipe of type k. We an onlude that all inomingow was on pipes of type k or less, sine otherwise we ouldimprove the optimum solution by hanging one of the pipetypes. Consider the ow inoming on pipes of type i ininreasing order of i. Either the total ow inoming on pipesof type i is at least bi or it is not. If it is at least bi, thenwe add a pipe of length zero from this node to itself; thispipe has type i+1 and arries the ow whih was inomingon pipes of type i. Adding this pipe does not inrease theost of the solution, sine the pipe has length zero. If thereis not bi demand inoming on pipes of type i, then we adda new pipe of type i from the node to its parent whih willarry all the ow whih was inoming on pipes of type i.The total ow traveling from this node to its parent hasnot hanged. We an see that the new solution onstrutedwill have the desired properties; we must guarantee that itis within a onstant of optimum. Consider an edge in theoptimum tree. The original optimum plaed a pipe of typek here. We may have plaed an additional pipe of eah type1 through k � 1 along this edge. The pipe of type i routesat most bi ow. The total ost of these additional pipes istherefore at most Pi=k�1i=1 fi(bi). Using Lemma 3.3 and thede�nition of bi, we an guarantee that fi(bi) = 12�fi+1(bi) �12�fi+1(ui+1) = 2�i+12� . Substituting this into the equation,the additional pipe ost is at most 22�Pi=ki=2 �i. Beause eah�xed ost is at most half the next higher �xed ost, we anbound this sum by 42��k and the total ost of the solutionhas inreased by at most a fator of 2� + 1.
3.3 LP FormulationWe an enode the strutural observation above into aninteger program formulation. We denote by xvek whetherthe demand at node v uses a pipe of type k on edge e. Byyek we denote whether there exists a pipe of type k on edgee. Also, let fekl denote a ow of type k on edge e that willuse a pipe of type l on the next edge it traverses. Note



that the only valid (k; l) pairs are (k; k) and (k; k+ 1). Theinteger program an then be formulated as follows1 :MinimizeXe Xk �k � yek +Xe Xv Xk Æk � dv � xvekXe2In(v) fek�1k + fekk = Pe2Out(v) fekk+1 + fekk 8v 2 V; kXv dvxvek = fekk + fekk+1 8e 2 E; kxvek � yek 8e 2 E; kxvek; yek 2 f0; 1gTheorem 3.3. The linear relaxation of the above IP hasonstant integrality gap.The proof of the above theorem follows easily from thealgorithm desribed below. The only additional detail isthe fat that the LPs for both Steiner tree onstrution andfaility loation problems have onstant integrality gap.
4. THE ALGORITHMWe will now present the Hierarhy algorithm for singlesink buy-at-bulk based on the strutural observations wemade above. The saling idea from the previous setionallows us to ompare the ost of our solution in eah layeragainst the respetive osts of the optimum solution.Let s denote the sink node. Our algorithm onstrutsforests in layers. We will illustrate the onstrution for layeri. Let Si be the set of demand points we have at this stage.S1 is the original set of demand points. We inlude s in allthe sets Si. Layer i will use pipe type i exlusively.We will use the load balaned faility loation problem [9,10℄ as a sub-routine below. This problem is a variant of thelassial faility loation problem, where we have a lowerbound on the amount of demand any open faility mustserve. We an approximate this to a onstant fator of �rprovided we relax the lower bound by fator � = ��1�+1 . Here,r is the best known approximation for faility loation, andan be taken as 1:728.Steiner Trees Construt a Steiner tree on Si. The edgeost per unit length is �i. Root this tree at s. Trans-port the demands from Si upwards along the tree. Ifon any edge, the amount of demand is larger than ui,we \ut" the tree at that edge. This gives us a foreston Si where eah edge has at most ui demand throughit.Consolidate Consider any root in this forest. This has atleast ui amount of demand oming to it from nodes inSi. Let the set of demand points sending demand tosome root j be Sij . Pik a node at random from Sijin proportion to its demand and send all the demandat j to this node.Shortest Path Trees We solve a load balaned faility lo-ation instane on S1 with the faility lower bound bion all nodes and the edge ost per unit length Æi. If1The boundary and ow onstraints are omitted for simpli-ity. In(v) denotes the set of edges oming into on node v,and Out(v) the set going out of v.

there does not exist bi total demand, then we insteadroute diretly to the sink. We get a forest of shortestpath trees. We route our urrent demands along thesetrees to their roots.Consolidate Consider any root in this forest. Some set ofnodes from S1 were assigned to this root, and their(original) total demand is at least �bi. We hoose onesuh node at random, in proportion to their originaldemands. We send all the demand from the root tothe hosen node We set Si+1 to these new demandloations.Our solution will route the demands through the forestsof inreasing pipe types. This solution need not be a tree,but an easily be onverted to one of no greater ost.
4.1 AnalysisWe de�ne C�k to be the total ost whih this near-optimumsolution pays using pipes of type k. The total ost of thesolution is therefore Pk=Kk=1 C�k = C�.Let dv be the demand of node v in the original (S1) de-mands. We de�ne Dv to be the demand at node v in theurrent stage of the algorithm.Let T Ii be the inremental ost of the Steiner Tree at layeri and TFi be its �xed ost. The total ost of the Steiner Treeat layer i is Ti = T Ii + TFi .Let P Ii be the inremental ost of the shortest path treeat layer i and PFi be its �xed ost. The total ost of theshortest path tree at layer i is Pi = P Ii + PFi .Let Ni be the total ost of the onsolidation steps for layeri. The total ost of our solution is thereforePi(Ti+Pi+Ni).At eah layer we will onstrut an overall solution to theproblem on the nodes Si. Let Ci(j) represent the total ostwhih this solution on the nodes Si pays using pipes of typej. Lemma 4.1. At the end of any onsolidation step, everynode has E[Dv℄ = dv.Proof. We will prove this by indution on the steps i.Suppose that the statement is true at some step. We willshow that it is true at the next step.Suppose that the demand at node v after the previousonsolidation step was xv. By the indution hypothesis,E[xv℄ = dv. There are two ases to onsider; either weperformed a Steiner Tree step or a Shortest Path Tree step.Suppose we have just performed a Steiner Tree step. Theurrent node is routed to some root with total demand D.We then hoose a node for onsolidation. The probabilitythat we hoose node v is xv=D. If we hoose v, demandD will be plaed there; otherwise no demand an be plaedthere. Thus the expeted amount of demand plaed at v isxv; by indution we an laim that E[Dv ℄ = E[xv℄ = dv asdesired.Suppose we have just performed a Shortest Path Treestep. The urrent node is routed to some root whih wouldhave demand D if the demands were as in the S1 stage. Theprobability we onsolidate to v is dv=D; if we do, the totaldemand at v will be the total of the urrent demands of allthe nodes routed to this root. Let V be the set of nodesrouted to v. E[dv℄ is therefore E[ dvD Pw2V xw℄. Observenow that: E[Xw2V xw℄ = Xw2V E[xw℄ = Xw2V dw = D



Thus E[Dv ℄ = dv.Lemma 4.2. E[Ni℄ � Ti + Pi.Proof. The onsolidation step following a tree onstru-tion always has expeted ost at most the ost of the treeonstrution.Lemma 4.3. E[P Ii ℄ � �rPj=ij=1 �i�jC�j .Proof. Suppose the demands at the soures were thosefrom S1. Then one possible solution would be the optimumproblem solution up until pipes of type i+1 were used. Weknow that the optimum solution must gather the desired biow before using pipes of type i+ 1. It follows that we an�nd a solution with ost at most �r times the inrementalost of the optimum using pipes of type 1 through i. Sine wewill always pay the inremental ost Æi, and the inrementalosts sale by �, we an guarantee a total ost of at mostPj=ij=1 �i�jC�j for this solution. Our atual demand at eahnode has expeted value equal to the original demand, sothe expeted value of P Ii is bounded as above.Lemma 4.4. PFi � P Ii .Proof. The Steiner Tree stage guarantees at least ukdemand or zero everywhere. If an edge has zero demandowing on it, we will pay zero for that edge. Otherwisethere is at least uk demand on the edge and we pay aninremental ost whih exeeds the �xed ost.Lemma 4.5. Let Dv be the demand at v 2 Si, where v 6=s. Then, E[Dv ℄ � �bi�1.Proof. We obtain the nodes Si by solving a load bal-aned faility loation instane on Si with lower boundsbi�1. In this solution, eah node in Si exept s has demandat least �bi�1. Consider any node w in S1, and supposethat the demand our solution so far has there is xw. Then,E[xw℄ = dw. Therefore, E[Dv℄ � �bi�1.Lemma 4.6. At stage i we an onstrut a solution whihuses only pipes i and higher. This solution has ost Ci(j)using pipes of type j, where E[Ci(j)℄ � C�j for j > i, Ci(j) =0 for j < i, and E[Ci(i)℄ �Pj=ij=1 1� (2�)i�jC�j .Proof. For i = 1 we use the near-optimum solution itselfand the laim follows immediately.Consider stage i. If we use the pipes as in the near-optimum solution, our expeted ost using eah pipe type jwould be equal to C�j . For eah pipe of type j < i, we re-move the pipe if the total demand owing aross it is zero.Otherwise we replae the pipe with a pipe of type i. Theost of this replaement pipe is fi(D) where D is the de-mand owing aross it. Given that the demand is nonzero,the node must lie along the path from one of the hosenonsolidation nodes from the previous stage. Eah of thesenodes has expeted demand at least �bi�1. It follows thatE[fi(D)℄ � 1� (2�)i�jfj(D). We an therefore bound theost of this modi�ed solution using pipes of type i by anexpeted Pj=ij=1 1� (2�)i�jC�j .

Lemma 4.7. E[TFi ℄ � 2 j=KXj=i+1�j�iC�j+2 j=iXj=1 1� (2�)i�jC�j .Proof. The solution given in Lemma 4.6 is one possibleSteiner tree. The �xed ost of this Steiner tree is boundedby the following expeted ost:j=KXj=i+1�j�iC�j + j=iXj=1 1� (2�)i�jC�jThis holds beause the ost on a pipe of type i+k will beredued by �k sine we pay only for a pipe of type i. We an�nd a Steiner Tree of at most twie this ost, so the laimfollows.Lemma 4.8. T Ii � TFi .Proof. Sine we ut the tree at any edge with more thanuk demand along it, we guarantee that the �xed ost paid onany edge we atually use exeeds the inremental ost.Theorem 4.1. The Hierarhy algorithm is a onstant-approximation for single-sink buy-at-bulk.Proof. The total ost of our solution is bounded byPi 2(2TFi + 2P Ii ). Using Lemmas 4.3 and 4.7, we onludethat the expeted ost of our solution is bounded by thefollowing:4Xi (2 j=KXj=i+1�j�iC�j + 2 j=iXj=1 1� (2�)i�jC�j + �r j=iXj=1 �i�jC�j )By reversing orders of summation, we an bound this by:4( 21� � + 2�(1� 2�) + �r1� � )C�This is our approximation against the near-optimum so-lution. Theorem 3.2 allows us to bound our overall approx-imation ratio by:( 4� )(1 + 2� )( 21� � + 2�(1� 2�) + �r1� � )
5. IMPROVED ALGORITHM FOR ACCESS

NETWORK DESIGNThe Aess Network Design problem is a speial ase ofSingle Sink buy-at-bulk with additional restritions on theosts of the pipe types. The main restrition is that a typek pipe is heaper only when it routes signi�ant demand.Formally, the restritions an be stated as follows:1. For 2 � k � K, if d < �kÆk , then dÆk�1 + �k�1 <dÆk + �k.2. The smallest demand looks like the smallest pipe a-paity, or more preisely, d � Æ1 > �1.



3. P�<k �� = O(�k).Andrews and Zhang [1℄ show that the optimal solutionan be onverted with a onstant fator loss into a layeredsolution of shortest path forests.We an improve the analysis of the above algorithm forAess Network Design. As shown in [9℄, for the Aess Net-work Design we have a layered shortest path forest solutionwith a redution in ost at eah layer. We an prove thefollowing theorem:Theorem 5.1. There exists a solution to the Aess Net-work Design problem in whih we only use pipe types satis-fying the ondition �i = Æi+1Æi � �, and in whih any pipeof type i has at least ui amount of demand owing throughit. The �xed and inremental osts of this solution are eahwithin 1� of the original optimum whih used all pipe typesand whih had at least uk demand in any pipe of type k.Let �k = ÆkÆk�1 . We an assume with a loss of 1� in theapproximation ratio that all �k � � < 1. Our algorithmwill lay pipes in inreasing order of types.Let Si denote the demand points at stage i. We maintainthe invariant that every demand point has at least �ui de-mand. We solve the load balaned faility loation instaneon Si with lower bound ui+1 (exept on the sink s). Weroute the demands to the open failities using pipes of typei. For every open faility, we hoose one of the demandpoints sending demand to it at random in proportion to itsdemand, and route all the demand to this point using pipesof type i + 1. Let Si+1 be the �nal set of demand pointsto where we route the demands. Note that every demandpoint has at least �uk+1 demand.Let P Ii be the routing ost at stage i, and let PFi be the�xed ost. Note that PFi � 1�P Ii beause of the invariant onthe demands.We de�ne C�i to be the total inremental ost inurred bythe optimal solution using pipes of type i. Note that thetotal ost of the optimal solution is C� �Pi C�i .Lemma 5.1. E[P Ii ℄ � �r(1 + �)(Pj=i�1j=1 �i�j�1C�i ).Proof. The routing ost that the optimum solution paysin routing the original demand points till stage i using pipesof type i is at mostPj=i�1j=1 �i�j�1C�i . This follows from [9℄and from the analysis in Setion 4. This is an instane of theload balaned faility loation problem, and so the expetedost of our solution is within �r times this solution. Forrouting bak to randomly hosen nodes, we pay � timesthis ost in the expeted sense, as we use a pipe of largertype.It is now easy to see the following.Lemma 5.2. E[Pi(P Ii + PFi )℄ � (1 + 1� )�r 1+�1��C�.Note that we lost a fator of 1� up front in the routing ostbeause of saling the pipe types. Our approximation ratiois therefore 2r�2��1 1+��(1��) . Choosing � = 2 and � = p2 � 1,we have a 80:566 approximation.Theorem 5.2. We have a randomized onstant approxi-mation for Aess Network Design.

6. DERANDOMIZATIONThe algorithms mentioned above an be derandomized asfollows. Instead of onstruting the trees starting from S1,we onstrut it from the nodes in Si�1 and do not routebak. The ost we pay in layer i has geometrially dereasingontribution from previous layers. We omit the details.
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